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advertising. If you continue to browse the site, you agree to use cookies on this site. See our Privacy Policy and User Agreement for more details. Endeca Company has been around since 1999 and is based in Cambridge, Massachusetts. For most of its time, Endeca has focused on the e-commerce market, providing the technology behind e-commerce
websites, what all of these sites have in common is a feature called faceted search where users can request and drill into a retail dataset using any combination of attributes. Endeca focused on this e-commerce market first, and developed the MDEX engine to support this, marketing it as a column-shop, a rapid development of the query engine that allows
faceted search through many different, jagged data sets (i.e. datasets that don't have the same data model, but with some commonality between them). About a few years ago, Endeca took basic technology out of this product and created a standalone BI tool called Endeca Latitude, complete with dashboard components, an ETL tool, dashboard and report
designers, and a story that revolved around a flexible BI, based on the fact that the MDEX engine does not require a strictly defined data model. By the time Oracle acquired, Endeca's product line looked like this, with Endeca Infront, the product behind these websites, which account for most of the revenue. Endeca technology is primarily focused on the
following goals. Delivering targeted, user-focused experiences in a scalable way Ingest any type of data from any source to power a smarter, richer experience and influence customers at every stage of their experience to encourage exploration and discovery to allow business users to change customer experience and dynamically click updates without
engaging IT expansion and manage the full breadth of Oracle Endeca's web commerce capabilities in multiple channels. The Endeca Oracle Endeca Commerce trading components consist of three main components. These components: Endeca Information Conversion Layer (ITL) Endeca MDEX Engine Endeca Engine Application Tier prone to build the
profession of Oracle Endeca Commercial developer? Then here's the blog, explore Oracle Endeca Commerce Training Endeca Information Conversion Layer (ITL) Reads the source data and manipulates it into a set of Oracle Endeca MDEX engine ITL consists of a content acquisition system (which includes the Endeca CAS server and console, CAS API
and Endeca web scanner) and data foundry equipment (which includes data manipulation programs such as Forge). Endeka MDEX Engine Request Engine, which is the core of Oracle Oracle Commerce, which consists of indexer (Dgidx), Dgraph and Agraph. The MDEX engine loads the indices generated by the Endeca indexing component. Although the
Indexer (also known as Dgidx) is installed as part of the MDEX Engine package, in fact, it is part of the ITL process. Endeca's app reads the source data and manipulates it into the Oracle Endeca MDEX Engine index suite. ITL consists of a content acquisition system (which includes the Endeca CAS server and console, CAS API and Endeca web scanner)
and data foundry equipment (which includes data manipulation programs such as Forge). Endeca Queries Oracle Endeca Commerce uses two types of queries: navigation queries and keyword searches. Navigation requests return a set of entries based on the app-defined record characteristics (such as the type of wine or region in the online wine store), as
well as any information about a subsequent request. Keyword search queries return a set of records or measurements based on a user-defined keyword, as well as any information about subsequent queries. For more information, see Endeca Endeca Records as objects in your dataset that you've navigated or searched for. Records are the main pieces of
data. Attributes are the main units of the record scheme, which describes the model of these records. Dimensions and dimensions provide a logical structure for the organization of records in the dataset. Measurement is a set of related measurement values organized into a tree. The highest measurement value in a measurement tree is known as the
measurement root. The root of measurement always has the same name as its dimension. Measurement is a set of related measurement values organized into a tree. The highest measurement value in a measurement tree is known as the measurement root. The root of measurement always has the same name as its dimension. Endeca Properties Endeca
properties are the main attributes of Endeca's record. Typically, they are generated from the original properties of the record by displaying the properties of the source. It consists of pairs of keys/values (property name/property value). You can search and display. Note: The main difference between Endeca properties and sizes is that MDEX Engine indices for
sizes support navigation, while Endeca properties do not. The hierarchy of measuring the hierarchy of measurement gives additional control over the logical structure used to organize Endeca records. As the term tree measurement suggests, measurement values can have parental and child measurement values. The measurement value, which is of sub-
measurement values, is the parent of these measurement values. The very values of sub-measurement are the values of children's or children's dimensions. The values of the child's measurement of the same parent at one level, hierarchies are the value of measuring brothers and sisters. Oracle Endeca Commerce Interview Issues Flat Dimensions That
Have one level of hierarchy under the root of the measurement is called flat measurements Rule one parent It is possible that the value of measurement simultaneously was the child of one dimension and the parent of the other values of measurement. Ancestors In addition to parents, dimensional values may have ancestors. The ancestors represent the
measurement values between the measurement root and your current location in the measurement tree (technically the parent is the ancestor). In the example below, the Other and Fortified represent the ancestors for the value of The Sherry's measurement. Managed Navigation Basics In the most basic form of navigation request is a combination of one or
more measurement values. These measurement values are called navigational descriptors. The navigation request instructs the Endeca MDEX engine to return a set of records representing the intersection of all measurement values it contains. Guided Navigation is the presentation of valid follow-up clarification requests to the user. For example, in the
image below, bottle A represents the intersection between red and U.S. measurement values. Bottle C is an intersection of white and French measurement values. Recording Search Request Search Records is the equivalent of Endeca for a full text search. Record the search to return the following: a set of entries based on the user keyword (s). Information
about a subsequent request based on the returned record. Record searches are performed for a specific property or measurement, also known as a search key. To search for a record, the app user selects endeca property or measurement as the search key. Defines a term or term to search in a key. Search Measurement In addition to the search record,
The Endeca MDEX Engine supports a second type of keyword search called search measurement. Search measurement values return measurement values containing names containing the search term (s) of the specified end user. Unlike finding records, looking for measurements doesn't require a search key. The search for measurements is always
looking for any measurement values that have been identified as different to search for provided terms. Comparison search measurements and search records Measuring search and recording search each have their own strengths. Typically, you should: Use measurement search when search terms are included in the measurement hierarchy. Use record
search when you want to search for unstructured data that is not part of the measurement hierarchy. Additional search features there are other search features that you can include in the app. Spelling functionality allows search queries to return expected results, even if the user incorrectly wrote the search term. Does you mean the functionality allows you to
provide offers for further search records for your users. You meant very useful, it is about incorrectly written words or words that have exact coincidences that may not be as appropriate as other, more popular alternatives. Emerging flowing Thesaurus allows endeca to consider alternative forms of individual words as the equivalent of a query search. For
example, in many applications, it is desirable that special nouns correspond to their multiple equivalents in search text, and vice versa. This example of Thesaurus' Stemming function allows the system to return matches to relevant concepts with words or phrases contained in user queries. For example, you can set up a thesaurus record to allow a search for
a mobile phone to match the text containing the phrase mobile phone Relevance Rating allows you to control the order in which the results are returned. In particular, it is generally advisable to return the results for the actual user request before the results are to stick out and/or thesaurus converted versions of the query. Ravindra Savaram Sawaram
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